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Abstract 
The multidatabase system(MDBS) has a global database, a set of global and 
local transactions, and a global transaction manager(GTM) which is built on 
top of a number of pre-existing database management systems(DBMS) that 
are being integrated into a single MDBS. The global transaction manager 
has the responsibility for maintaining the global consistency of MDBS. It is 
impossible for LDBSs to preserve these global integrity constraints because 
neither the local user nor the transaction manager of each LDBS is aware 
of the integration process and these integrity constraints. Locally consistent 
transactions may generate global inconsistencies with the existence of global 
integrity constraints. Furthermore, the global serializability may be violated, 
even though each the local schedule is serializable. Hence, we need the global 
transaction management method that ensure the global serializability and log
ical consistency, together. In this paper, we investigate the transaction model 
for maintaining the global integrity constraints and propose the optimistic 
concurrency control method to guarantee the global serializability and logical 
consistency based on our transaction model. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The multidatabase system has a global database, a set of global and local 
transactions, and a global transaction manager(GTM) which is built on top 
of a number of pre-existing database management systems(DBMS) that are 
being integrated into a single MDBS. Since the integration of the various 
DBMSs into a MDBS results in the introduction of inter-site constraints, we 
have to determine where and how the global integrity constraint is maintained. 
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The LDBS is not proper to keep up the global integrity constraint because it 
is unaware of global constraints as well as the information of data at different 
site. The global transaction manager has the responsibility for maintaining the 
global consistency ofMDBS. In order to keep the global consistency, the global 
schedule that is combined in each local schedule must be globally serializable, 
and its database state must be satisfied with given global integrity constraints. 
Each pre-existing local DBMS defines certain integrity constraints among the 
data items at located the single site. However, as a number of DBMSs are 
integrated into an MDBS, certain global consistency requirements or integrity 
constraints are required on the distributed data. These distributed integrity 
constraints arise naturally whenever the data that is semantically related is 
stored in different local database systems. The global integrity constraints is 
to describe the integrity constraints associated with data items in different 
local databases, which specify the global configuration of the data that are 
considered semantically correct. 

Locally consistent transactions may generate global inconsistencies with 
the existence of global integrity constraints. When an update on data that 
is semantically related with the data at different site is executed under the 
control of LDBS, the global inconsistent state may be generated. We show an 
example that locally consistent transaction produces the global inconsistent 
state. 

Example 1 Consider an Employee-Department database with three relations: 
EMP(EMPa, ENAME, DEP'IIJ, SAL) 
DEPT(DEP'IIJ, DNAME) 
PROl(PROYa, PNAME, EMPa) 

We assume that the global database consists of two sites Sx with a relation 
EMP and Sy with two relations DEPT and PROl, as shown in Figure 1. Each 
LDBS has pre-existing integrity constraints as followings. 

Local Integrity Constraints LICl : (EM P.SAL < 200) 
Local Integrity Constraints LIC2 : (DEPT.DEPTij < 100) 

In addition, the global integrity constraints is defined over two sites as follow
ing. 

Global Integrity Constraints GICl : 
(EMP.DEPTij E DEPT.DEPTij) and 
(PROl.EMPij E EMP.EMPij) 

We also assume that there are two global transactions and a local transaction. 
Global transaction Gl reads tuple E1 of relation EMP and updates tuple D1 
of relation DEPT. Global transaction G2 updates tuples E1 and P1 of relation 
EMP and PROl, respectively. Local transaction Ll updates tuple P1 of PROl 
and reads tuple D1 of relation DEPT at site Sy. At each LDBS, two global 
transactions and a local transaction are executed as following schedules. 

Site Sx : RGl(El)WG2(El) 
Site Sy : WG2(Pl)WL1 (Pl)RLl(Dl)WGl (Dl) 
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GICl: 
(EMP.DEPT# must be included in DEPT.DEPT#) 
(PROJ.EMP# must be included in EMP.EMP#) 
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Figure 1 Global Integrity Constraints 

Each schedule produces locally consistent state and local integrity constraints 
LICl and LIC2 are maintained by each LDBS. Hence, schedules locally have 
the execution consistency and logical consistency. 

However, in this example, if the local transaction updates the tuple P1 with 
invalid EMPa value that is not included relation EMP, locally consistent sched
ule generates global logical inconsistency that violates the global integrity con
straint GICl . The LDBS cannot determine whether the EMPa value of tuple 
P1 in relation PRO] is valid or not, because the LDBS cannot access the 
relation EMF. Since the verifying the global integrity constraints can be pro
cessed only by they global transaction manager, we need the restriction that 
the local transaction cannot update the data item which is defined in the global 
integrity constraint. It is nature that the global inconsistency that caused by 
local transaction is generated because the LDBS controls local transactions 
without the knowledge of global integrity constraints. Also, these global incon
sistencies cannot be easily detected by global transaction manager, because the 
global transaction manager is unaware of existence of local transaction. 
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Moreover, schedules violate the global serializability that is used as correct
ness criteria for execution consistency in most database systems. Although 
each schedule is locally conflict serializable, entire schedule is not globally 
conflict serializable because there is the cyclic global serialization order G1 --t 

L1 --t G2 --t G1 • Therefore, the transaction execution in this example cannot 
ensure the global serializability, as well as the logical consistency. 0 

As illustrated in Example 1, if there exists global integrity constraints be
tween distributed data items, an update that is executed locally may produce 
the global inconsistency. In order to maintain the global consistent database, 
the GTM has to always monitor the global database state whether it is sat
isfied with given global integrity constraints It requires highly expensive cost 
of MDBS. We may also need to temporarily tolerate inconsistencies among 
related data while the GTM successfully executes the update propagation 
procedure according to global integrity constraints. Hence, it is not realistic 
to maintain the global consistency of MDBS. 

Some solutions have been proposed to manage the distributed integrity 
constraints [11, 5, 17, 4]. These methods are mainly contribute to check dis
tributed constraints after the execution of transactions or describe the formal 
notation of cOQstraints under the assumption that the GTM that ensures the 
global serializability. Other approaches also have been proposed to ensure 
the global serializability for execution consistency of concurrent transaction 
[13, 16, 18, 14, 9, 10, 3, 6]. However, these methods did not consider the 
execution and logical consistency together. In this paper, we investigate the 
transaction model for maintaining the global integrity constraints and pro
pose the concurrency control method to guarantee the global serializability 
and logical consistency based on our transaction model. 

The rest of the paper is as following. In Section 2, we discuss the global 
integrity constraints and then propose the transaction model that supports 
the global integrity constraints. In Section 3, we introduce the optimistic 
concurrency control for multidatabase transaction management to serialize 
the indirect conflict operation as well as direct conflict operation. In Section 
4, we prove the correctness of our proposed concurrency control and also 
evaluate the performance by simulation experiments in Section 5. We conclude 
the paper in Section 6. 

2 MULTIDATABASE TRANSACTION MODEL 

2.1 Integrity Constraints and Transaction Model 

The most fundamental issue of global integrity constraints is how and where 
the global integrity constraints is maintained without the violation of local 
autonomy. As illustrated in Section 1, the GTM must examine whether the 
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value of global data item is consistent according to the global integrity con
straint. Since the LDBS does not have the capability to maintain the global 
integrity constraint, the data item which is defined in the global integrity 
constraint should be managed by the GTM. 

The introduction of inter-site constraints enable us to partition the set of 
data item at a site, Di, into local data items, LDi, and global data items, 
GDi, such that LDi n GDi = <p and Di = LDi U GDi[14]. Furthermore, if 
there is an integrity constraints between the data item di E Di and dj E Dj , 

i ¥ j, then data items di and dj are global data items in GDi and GD j , 

respectively. Therefore, we partition the data items of MDBS in two groups, 
as following. 

global data item : 
the set of data item which is defined in the global integrity constraints 

local data item : 
the set of data item which is defined in the local integrity constraints 

In a MDBS, pre-existing local applications can be assumed to be satisfied 
with the local database integrity constraints. However, they are unaware of 
the global integrity constraints. It is clear that the global database state may 
be inconsistent if the local transaction updates the global data without the 
knowledge of global integrity constraints and control of MDBS. 

To avoid such global inconsistency, the GTM must have the responsibility 
for preserving the global consistency. Hence, restriction on the local transac
tion is necessitated in MDBS. In our work, we prohibit the local transaction 
from updating on global data item without the knowledge of global integrity 
constraints. This restriction enable us to easily maintain the global integrity 
constraints and reduce the cost of verifying the global consistency. However, 
the local transaction is not restricted to read the data item. The local trans
action can read both local and global data items. Some researches propose the 
method that the global transaction is restricted to read and update the data 
item and they assume that there is no inter-site constraints [6, 7, 14, 15]. If the 
global transaction is restricted to read or update or there is no global integrity 
constrains, we loss the meaning of MDBS. The major purpose of MDBS is 
to access the distributed data. If the global transaction is restricted to access 
some data, it is not realistic. In practical cases, the global transaction cannot 
be imposed on updating the data item, as well as reading the data item. 

In our work, global transaction is free to access data items. Our multi
database transaction model for maintaining global integrity constraints pro
hibit only the local transaction from writing the global data item, as illustrated 
in Table 1. We denote multidatabase transaction model in Table 1 as the 
Global-Free transaction model for MDBSs. In following sections, we investigate 
the type of conflicts and its possibility based on out Global-Free transaction 
model. 
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Table 1 Global-Free Transaction Model for MDBS 

Data Data Item 

Transaction Local Data Global Data 

Local Read Operation 0 0 
Transaction Write Operation 0 x 

Global Read Operation 0 0 
Transaction Write Operation 0 0 

o : possible x : impossible 

2.2 Direct Conflict Operations between Local and Global 
Transaction 

In a MDBS, the serializability of local schedule is not sufficient to keep the 
global serializability. The MDBS needs to know the local schedules to assure 
that the global consistency is not violated. Its basic problem is to resolve the 
indirect conflict that is caused by unknown local transaction. The MDBS, 
therefore, must deal with not only direct conflict between global transactions 
but also the indirect conflict that is caused by the local transaction. The 
basics of indirect conflict problem and local autonomy is described in many 
researches[14, 6, 10, 12, 16, 13]. We briefly examine the notion of indirect 
conflict problem between global transactions. 

Definition 1 The global transaction C; and C j are in indirect conflict in 
schedule S if and only if there is a local transaction sequence L1, L2 , ... ,Lr , 

such that C; is in direct conflict with L1 , L1 is in direct conflict with L2 , ... , 

finally, Lr is in direct conflict with C j . 0 

We denote D(C;) as the set of data items that is accessed by the transaction 
C;. If two transactions C; and C j are in indirect conflict, then either D(C;) 
n D(Gj ) = ¢ or they have the shared data items that are accessed by only 
read operations of both C; and C j. Otherwise, they have the direct conflict 
relationship. We describe the procedure to find the type of conflict between 
given two global transactions at a site. Let the Read_Set(C;) be set of data 
item that is read by global transaction C i and Write_Set(Ci ) be set of data 
item that is written by global transaction C;. 

If (ReadSet(C i ) n Write_Set(C j ) =I- ¢ ) or 
(Write_Set(C i ) n {WriteSet(Cj ) U Read_Set(Cj )} =I- ¢ ) then 
C i and C j are in direct conflict 
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else 
if (there exists the set oflocal transaction that 

endif 
endif 

makes the global transaction have a serialization order) 
Gi and Gj are in indirect conflict 

In this procedure, GTM cannot find the set of local transaction that causes 
the serialization order between given global transactions because of local au
tonomy. A indirect conflict consists of at least two direct conflicts between 
local and global transaction. If we can prevent one of them, indirect conflict 
cannot occur. For example, We consider the following schedule Hxl at site Sx. 

Hxl : RGix(a)WLx(a)RLx(b)Wojx(b) 
The operation RGix(a) of Gix is direct conflict with WLx(a) of Lx and the 
operation Wojx(b) of Gjx is also direct conflict with RLx(b) of Lx. A global 
subtransaction Gix are indirect conflict with Gjx , since the local transaction 
Lx has direct conflict with both Gix and Gjx at a site Sx. In this schedule, 
if we can prevent one of two direct conflicts, the indirect conflict between Gi 

and G j cannot occur. 
Hence, we need to investigate the direct conflict between local and global 

transaction. Table 2 shows the direct conflict between local and global trans
action based on our Global-Free Transaction Model. In Table 2, "0" means 

Table 2 Direct Conflict between the Local and Global Transaction 

Global Transaction 

Read Operation Write Operation 

Global Local Global Local 
data data data data 

Global 0 Read data 0 x 0 
Operation Local 

0 0 0 Local data 
x 

Transaction Write Local 
0 0 Operation data 

x x 

o : no direct conflict x : direct conflict 

that there cannot exist direct conflict between the local and global transac
tion and "x" means that there can be the direct conflict. In above schedule 
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Hz!, we assume that the data item a is a local data and b is a global data. 
According to the Table 2, two operations RCiz(a) and WLz(a) are in direct 
conflict because the local transaction write the local data a and global trans
action read the same data. Similarly, there exists the direct conflict on the 
global data b between RLz(b) and WCjz(b). Hence, two operations RCiz(a) 
and WCjz(b) are in indirect conflict. 

In this schedule Hz!, two operations, RCiz(a) and WCjx(b), are indirect 
conflicting operations. 

Definition 2 The indirect conflicting operation is the operation of global 
transaction that causes the indirect conflict with the other global transaction. 
Formally speaking, if the operation Pi(X) of global transaction Gi is indirect 
conflict with the operation qj (y) of other global transaction G j, i -::J j , then 
two operations Pi(X) and qj(Y) are indirect conflicting operations. It is not 
necessary that two data items, x and y, are distinct. If two operations pi(X) is 
indirect conflict with qj (Y), x = y, then operations P and q must be both read 
operations. Otherwise, two operations Pi (x) and qj (y) are direct conflicting 
operations. 0 

However, we consider following schedule Hz2 . The schedule Hx2 is the same 
as Hx! except the operation RCjz(b). 

Hx2 : RCix(a)WLx(a)RLx(b)Rcjx(b) 
In schedule H x2 , since the local transaction reads the global data item b 
and the global transaction Gjx also reads it, there cannot exist the direct 
conflict. The global transaction that reads the global data item cannot has 
direct conflict with a local transaction. Hence, there cannot exist the indirect 
conflict between Gix and Gjx . In the most of proposed researches [8, 9, 10], 
however, Giz and Gjz are forced to have intentional direct conflict between 
them. Such a forced direct conflict between global transaction causes to reduce 
the concurrency degree. 

But, the Table2 cannot be not directly used to the GTM, because the GTM 
cannot take any kind of information from LDBS. We abstract the Table2 to 
deduce the possibility of indirect conflict between global transactions. 

3 OPTIMISTIC GLOBAL TRANSACTION MANAGER 

3.1 Management of Indirect Conflict 

The GTM cannot know which type of local transaction is executed in the 
site, when the global subtransaction is submitted to the LDBMS in that site. 
Hence, we need the global transaction manager that resolves the indirect 
conflict by controlling only global transactions. 

Our optimistic global transaction manager validates that a global transac-
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tion has the resolvable direct and indirect conflict after its execution at all 
accessed sites. The indirect conflict has at least two direct conflict between 
local and global transaction. As illustrated in Table 2, the read operation for 
global data item in global transaction cannot make the direct conflict with any 
local transaction. We can inference the possibility of indirect conflict between 
global transactions based on Table 2. Hence, we know whether the indirect 
conflict can exist or not without any information of local transaction, as de
scribed in Table 3. Since the read operation for global data item of global 

Table 3 Indirect Conflicts between Global Transactions 

Global Transaction G i 

Global Transaction G j 

Read ___________ Write 

Global Data Local Data 

Global Data 0 0 0 
Read 

Local Data 0 x x 

Write 0 x x 

o : no indirect conflict x : indirect conflict can occur 

transaction cannot make any conflict with global and local transaction in Ta
ble 3, we can easily ensure the global serializability. In other cases, we cannot 
ensure the global serializability. 

We define the stable global transaction according to the Table 3. We use 
SiteGi(RL) to denote the set of sites in which the global transaction Gi reads 
the local data item and SiteGi(W) to denote the set of sites in which the Gi 
writes the data item. But, we do not consider the site that Gi is direct conflict 
with other global transactions. 

Definition 3 A global transaction Gi is stable global transaction, if and only 
if, for every other global transaction Gj that accesses the same site as Gi 

accesses, 
SiteGi(RL) n {SiteGj(RL) U SiteGj(W) = ¢} and 
SiteGi(W) n {SiteGj(RL) U SiteGj(W) = ¢} 0 

For example, in the schedule H,xl of previous section, the global transaction 
Gix is not a stable global transaction, because SiteGix(RL) nSiteGjx(W) =J ¢. 
A global transaction that is not stable may have the indirect conflict with 
other global transactions. In the schedule Hx2 , however, G i is stable global 
transaction. 
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3.2 Management of Direct Conflict 

The GTM should resolve the direct conflict between global transactions, in 
addition to the indirect conflict. To serialize the direct conflicting operation, 
the GTM maintain the Global Transaction Serialization Graph( GTSG). The 
directed GTSG, denoted GTSG(V, E) consists of the set of nodes, V, and 
set of directed edges, E, such that V represents the global transaction and 
E represents serialization order of global transaction. The set V contains 
the recently committed global transaction and all active global transactions 
which are not yet committed. A directed edge E(Gi,G j ) represents that a 
operation Piz(a) of global transaction Gi precedes a operation qjz (a) of global 
transaction Gj at a site x and operation P is direct conflict with operation q. 

The procedure for resolving the direct conflict is the almost same as tra
ditional Serialization Graph Testing (SGT)[2]. In order to have the same rel
ative serialization order of direct conflicting operations in their correspond
ing LDBSs, the GTM must delay Piz(a) until the GTM acknowledges all 
direct conflicting operations. This handshake method can be implemented 
as in conventional Time-Stamp Ordering Method and Serialization Graph 
Testing Method[2]. If all subtransactions of global transaction Gi enter their 
prepared-to-commit state, the GTM checks if the GTSG contains a cycle. If 
the GTSG has a cycle, the resulting schedule would be non-serializable sched
ule. Therefore, the global transaction is aborted and then should be restarted. 
Otherwise, the global transaction is successfully validated for direct conflict. 

3.3 Validation Procedure 

In previous subsections, we describe the method to validate the indirect con
flicting operations as well as direct conflicting operations. We present the 
overall validation procedure of GTM for multidatabase transaction manage
ment. First, our validation procedure verifies that there is no cycle in the 
GTSG, and then validates there is no cycle in the GTSG. 

The overall validation procedure is described as following. When the op
timistic scheduler receives an operation Piz(a) of global transaction Gi from 
the GTM, it creates a node for Gi in GTSG, if one does not exist. Then it 
adds an edge from Gj to Gi for every previously scheduled operation qjz(a) 
that direct conflicts with Piz (a). After all the direct conflicting operations 
qjz (a) have been successfully completed, the operation Piz (a) is sent to the 
corresponding site x. If all subtransactions of global transaction Gi enter their 
prepared-to-commit state, the global transaction enters its validation phase. 
The validation phase is divided into two parts. Fist, the GTM validates Gi 

can be conflict serializable with all transactions in GTSG. It is performed by 
testing that the GTSG is cyclic, as described in Section 3.2. And then the 
GTM checks whether the Gi can have the indirect conflict with respect to all 
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transactions in GTSG. It is performed by testing the stability, as defined in 
Definition 3. If the GTM validates that the G i is stable global transaction, G i 

is guaranteed not to be indirect conflict with any other global transactions. If 
all of validation phase is successfully completed, Gi can be safely committed. 
However, if any part of validation phase is failed, Gi may cause the global 
inconsistency. Gi is aborted and restarted. 

Overall Validation Procedure 

Step 1 : Adding a node and its edge to GTSG 
When an operation Pi (a) of global transaction Gi is received from GTM 

if a node for Gi does not exist in GTSG 
Create a node for G i in G TSG 

for each previously scheduled operation qj ( a) of global 
transaction Gj , which is direct conflict with Pi(a), i ¥ j 

Add an edge from G j to G i 

Step 2 : Submitting the operation 
Submit the Pi(a) to its corresponding LDBS if all qj(a) have been 
successfully completed. 

Step 3: Validating the global transaction lor direct and indirect conflicting 
operation 

If all subtransaction of G i enter their prepared-to-commit state 
if current GTSG has no cycle 
/* G i is not direct conflict with other global transactions * / 

if all nodes G j in GTSG are not indirect conflictable with G i 

Commit Gi 
Exit procedure 

endif 
else 

Remove a node for G i with all incident edges 
Restart Gi 

endif 
endif 

Example 2 We illustrate the example that the global serializability and logical 
consistency are guaranteed by our proposed optimistic protocol. We assume 
that there are two sites and each site produces the following local schedules 
Hz and Hy. 

Hz : Woiz(a)Wojz(a) 
Hy : WOjy(C)RLy(c)RLy(b)Roiy(b) 

We also assume that there is the global integrity constraints (b > a) between 
data items that are distributed. H ence, b is global data item and a and c are 
local data items. 
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A t site Sx, since there is direct conflict between G i and G j, there is the 
local serialization order G i ~ G j . At site Sy, however, any direct conflict 
does not exist. According to the step 1 and 2, GTSG is constructed and edge 
from G i ~ Gj is inserted. All operations are submitted at corresponding site 
and each LDBS produces the schedule Hx and Hy, respectively. At this time, 
the Gi is assumed to enter its validation phase in step 3 of above procedure. 

Since there is no cycle in GTSG, the G i can pass the validation test for 
direct conflict. It means that the G i is conflict serializable with respect to 
other global transactions. And then, the validation test for indirect conflict 
is performed. There is no intersection set which is defined in Definition 3. 
Hence, G i is not indirect conflict able with the G j. Finally, the G i can globally 
commit. At later, similarly, the G j enters its validation phase and can commit 
successfully. 

Other methods{8, 9, 10J that force the G i and G j to have the intentional 
conflict between them should abort one of them, in order to ensure the global 
serializability. Therefore, our proposed optimistic method can get the more 
concurrency degree than other methods that have the intentional conflict. 0 

4 CORRECTNESS OF OPTIMISTIC CONCURRENCY 
CONTROL 

In order to ensure the global serializability, we have to serialize the indirect 
and direct conflicting operations. Hence, for the direct conflicting operation 
between global transactions, proposed method guarantees the conflict serial
izability by using the acyclic GTSG, and for the indirect conflict operation, 
our method ensures that stable transaction cannot have any indirect conflict. 
We prove that an acyclic GTSG is conflict serializable and also prove that a 
stable global transaction cannot have any indirect conflict. Finally, we show 
that a schedule produced by proposed method is globally serializable. 

Lemma 1 If a global transaction Gi is stable global transaction, Gi cannot 
have any indirect conflict. 

Proof. For all global transactions G j that share the site with a stable global 
transaction G i , only following schedules are possible according to the Defini
tion 3. 

CASE 1 : two operations are both read operations 
RGi(a) RGj(b) 
1* One of data items a and b must be a global data item and another one 
can be a global or local data item. The execution order of two operation 
can be reversed. If both a and b are global data, they can be the same 
data item. Otherwise, a =P b because GlobalData n LocalData = ¢ in our 
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Global-Free transaction model. * / 

CASE 2 : One operation is read operation and another one is write opera
tion 
RCi(a) WCj(b) or WGi(b) RCj(a) 
/* The data item a must be a global data item and b can be the global or 
local data item. The execution order of two operation can be reversed. In 
this case, a and b are necessarily distinct. * / 

To show that there is no indirect conflict with stable global transaction, 
without the loss of generality, we assume that the stable global transaction Gi 

has the indirect conflict with G j. Since the G i and G j are in indirect conflict, 
each Gi and Gj must have at least one direct conflict with a local transaction. 

In CASE 1, G i and Gj are direct conflict with a local transaction, respec
tively, only if there are write operations WL(a) and WL(b). It means that at 
least one of write operations writes on the global data item. However, in our 
Global-Free transaction model, the local transaction is not allowed to write 
on the global data item. Similarly, in CASE 2, each Gi and Gj must have a 
direct conflict with a local transaction, since we assume that G i and Gj are 
in indirect conflict. The local transaction must write on the global data item 
in order to make the direct conflict with a global transaction in CASE 2. 

Therefore, all of CASE 1 and 2, stable global transaction have indirect 
conflict only if the local transaction must write on the global data item. In 
Global-Free transaction model, the local transaction is not allowed to write 
on the global data item. Hence, It is contradict to our assumption that stable 
global transaction has the indirect conflict. Finally, stable global transaction 
cannot have any indirect conflict. 0 

Lemma 2 If there is no cycle in the GTSG for the schedule S, it is conflict 
serializable. 

Proof. For a given schedule S, if the traditional serialization graph SG has 
no cycle, it is trivial that the schedule S is conflict serializable. It is proved 
in many literatures [2]. The GTSG is almost the same as the traditional SG 
except that GTSG consists of only global transactions. Hence, if there is no 
cycle in GTST, the schedule S is conflict serializable. 0 

Theorem 1 The proposed optimistic concurrency control method produces 
the globally serializable schedule. 

Proof. According to our optimistic concurrency control, the global transaction 
can be committed if the GTSG has no cycle and the global transaction is a 
stable global transaction. If the serialization graph has no cycle, then we can 
guarantee that the schedule is serializable. Since the GTSG consists of only 
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the global transaction, if it has no cycle, it is serializable with respect to global 
transactions(Lemma2}. A stable global transaction is ensured not to have any 
indirect conflict with other global transactions {Lemmal}. Thus, the global 
transaction that is validated by our optimistic concurrency control can be 
serializable with respect to other global transactions and it cannot make any 
additional serialization order with local transactions. Hence, the execution 
schedule that is produced by our method is globally serializable. 0 

5 EVALUATION OF OPTIMISTIC CONCURRENCY CONTROL 
PROTOCOL 

In this section, we show the experimental result of performance evaluation. 
Particularly, we compare our simulation result to Optimistic Ticket M ethod( OTM) 
[8,9,10]. The OTM protocol is one of the most widely used protocol for MDBS 
transaction management. Since the basic idea of OTM is very simple and ac
curate, it can be easily adopted to various systems. The overall simulation 
model and procedure for global transaction management is described in Fig
ure 2. We review the basic protocol of OTM in the following subsection, and 
then compare two experimental results. More detailed can be found in the 
references [8, 9, 10]. 

5.1 Optimistic Ticket Method 

The OTM uses Ticket to determine the relative serialization order of sub
transactions in the local database systems. The Ticket is the regular data 
item, only one is required per LDBS. Ticket are processed by Take-A-Ticket 
operation which reads the Ticket value, increments it and writes is back using 
regular data operations. The Ticket value that is read by a subtransaction is 
later reported to the MDBS as logical timestamp of each site. 

The global transaction is decomposed into subtransactions which are sub
mitted to participating LDBS. When subtransaction enters the prepared-to
commit state, the MDBS takes the Ticket value of that site. If all subtrans
actions send prepared-to-commit messages and the MDBS takes all of their 
Ticket values, the OTM validates that the global transaction can be safely 
commit. If the local serialization orders are not compatible, the MDBS de
termines to abort. The validation is performed using Global Serialization 
Graph(GSG). The Edge(iJ) of GSG means Ticket operation of global sub
transaction Gi is preceded by that of global subtransaction Gj at least one 
site. In other words, if Ticket value of Gi is smaller than Gjl edge from Gi to 
G j is inserted to GSG. 

Then the set of edges in GSG reflect the relative serialization order. If the 
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Initialization 

Ready Queue 

Figure 2 Overall Procedure of Global Transaction Management 

GSG has a cycle, the MDBS sends abort message to all subtransactions of 
the global transaction and they must be restarted. 

Therefore, although two global subtransactions of the same site access fully 
distinct data set, they should have relative serialization order caused by Ticket 
value. After the Ticket is taken by global subtransaction, any other global sub
transaction cannot concurrently executed if the LDBS uses the concurrency 
control such a 2PL which is widely used in commercial DBMS. Hence, Ticket 
data causes the low degree of concurrency, while the global serializability is 
easily guaranteed by using it. 

5.2 Experimental Results of Evaluation 

The simulation testbed is implemented to evaluate the performance of pro
posed schemes and OTM in various configurations. The used modeling tool 
is Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling (SLAM II) [1] developed by 
Pristker & Associates. The major parameters names, its meanings and values 
of simulation experiments are described in Table 4 

We mainly measure the number and ratio of restarting global transaction in 
validation procedure of GTM. The experimental results of proposed schemes 
and OTM are shown in following figures. We show the ratio of restarting global 
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Table 4 Values and Meanings of System Parameter 

System Parameter Meaning of Parameter Value of Parameter 

MrocTrans Number of Maximum 
[100,900 ] 

Global Transaction 

LTotal-.Sites Number of Local Sites [10,70 ] 

I-.DB_Size Size of Local Database 30 Tables 

OP_Time Operation Time 
30 ms 

including Disk I/O 

Arrival Mean Time 
[ 2, 5]sec. 

between Inter Arrival 

Ratio-Read Ratio of Read Operation [0, 100 ]percent 

Ratio-R_Global Ratio of Read Operation 
[0, 100 jpercent 

for Global Data 

transactions in Figure 3. The x-axis denotes the number of global transactions 
and y-axis denotes the ratio of restarting global transactions. As shown in Fig
ure 3, the ratio of restarting global transaction increases as number of global 
transaction is large. The ratio of restarting global transactions in proposed 
method is smaller than that of OTM. 

Figure 4 illustrates that the ratio of restarting global transactions decreases 
as the percentage of read operation in a global transaction is high. If the read 
operation percentage in a global transaction is high, the direct or indirect 
conflict between transactions is rapidly reduced. As expected, the ratio of 
restarting global transactions drops from the same value as OTM to 2 per
cent. However, the OTM is not affected by the ratio of read operation, because 
the global transaction makes a serialization order with all other global trans
actions in that site regardless of type of operations. As illustrated in previous 
subsection, even though a global transaction is read-only transaction, it has 
the explicit coercive serialization order with other read-only or update global 
transactions in that site. Hence, the ratio of restarting global transaction does 
not change by the percentage of read operation. 

Particularly, in Figure 5, we measure the ratio of restarting global trans
actions corresponding to the portion of the read operation for global data. 
The x-axis represents the fraction of read operation for global data. The rest 
percentage is read operation for local data. In this experiment, we assume 
that the percentage of read operation in a global transaction is 50 percent. 
Therefore, if the percentage of read operation for global data is 50 percent, 
the read operation for global data of entire operations in a transaction is 25 
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Figure 3 Restarting Global Transactions VS Number of Global Transactions 
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percent. The rest 25 percent is the read operation for local data item and the 
half of entire operations are write operation. As shown in Figure 5, the ratio 
of restarting global transactions reduces as the percentage of read operation 
for global data increases. 

Hence, the global transaction has more opportunities that can be safely 
committed as the transaction has more read operations as shown in Fig
ures 4, 5. The fact that the more read operation, the more concurrency 
degree is widely proved in traditional research [2]. However, this fact is not 
adopted to the MOBS, because the MOBS prevent the global transactions 
from constructing the indirect conflict between themselves. Since the OTM 
proposes one of solutions by enforcing the explicit serialization order between 
all global transactions in a site, the ratio of read operation cannot affect the 
overall performance. 

Figure 6 shows the ratio of restarting global transaction. The x and y axes 
represent the ratio of restarting global transactions and number of sites, re
spectively. If number of sites is more, the site contention of global transaction 
is reduced. The restarting global transaction decrease in both schemes since 
the site and data contention is reduced. 

Finally, we observe that the ratio of read operation in a global transaction 
affects the overall performance of MOBS in proposed schemes, while does not 
in OTM. 

6 CONCLUSION 

Global Integrity Constraints arise naturally whenever the data that is se
mantically related is stored in different local database systems. The global 
integrity constraint is to specify the global configuration of the data that are 
considered semantically correct. In order to avoid global inconsistency, the 
enforcement of global integrity constraints must be observed and GTM has 
the responsibility for preserving the global consistency. Hence, in this paper, 
we propose the transaction model for preserving the global consistency and 
transaction management method based on our transaction model. 

The basic problem of maintaining the global serializability of MOBSs is 
based on the indirect conflict between the global transactions, caused by 
the local transaction. Furthermore, global inter-site constraints must be pre
served by the global transaction manager. Because of local autonomy of each 
LOBMS, the MOBS is unaware of indirect conflicts caused by certain local 
transaction and LOBS is also unaware of global inter-site constraints. Several 
solutions haven been proposed in many literature. However, most of them 
provide the low degree of concurrency or needed to use the some relaxed cor
rectness criteria for the LOBMS. In this paper, we propose the appropriate 
transaction model that is applicable to the MOBS, and also propose the ef
ficient optimistic concurrency control for the global transaction manager in 
MOBS, which guarantees the global serializability by preventing from the in-
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Figure 5 Restarting Global Transactions VS Local Read Portion of Global 
Transaction 
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direct conflict between global transactions. We also prove the correctness of 
our proposed protocol. We are now working on implementing our proposed 
optimistic concurrency control protocol for MDBS. 
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